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EDITORIAL
“ It was like a dream come true! ”
If you are wondering what I am talking about, it is none other than namma “UVCE Payana”
the two day event that marked a festive environment for celebrations of namma UVCE turning 100.
What was truly remarkable to witness at the event was the prodigious batches of
innumerous engineers that UVCE has fostered coming together and paying tributes to their alma
mater. The crux of the event lay in The Past, Present and the Future — building a platform such as
PAYANA where all the alumni from across batches of 1940’s to 2017 reminiscence the memories of
their PAST UVCEian days, celebrate in the PRESENT the glory of the Centennial Feat of UVCE,
envisage the blueprint of development, draft strategies to reinstill glory in UVCE and handing the
best of help in their capacities for betterment of UVCE’s FUTURE. This is exactly what the
organizing team envisioned on the idea of the event.
The event may have lasted for two days but the preparations
started a long way back in February 2018. Since then the team of Alumni
Volunteers met on numerous occasions with each time the agenda
revolving on how better the event could be transformed to hold the spirit
and pride of UVCE. Set with a team of student and alumni volunteers, an
attempt to inform and provide invitation to the event was made to a
database of over 4000 UVCE Alumni. Publicity via Social Media and Print
Media also was made. Soon the registrations started pouring in and soon
it was time to focus on sponsorship and event logistics. The whole process
of preparation was very hectic with only a few volunteers adaptive to the
do the groundwork. What kept the energy from wavering was the dream
to bring namma UVCE together. With great support from Alumni, the
monetary support as sponsorship was arranged, registration kept flowing and event logistics were
set. And within no time, we arrived to June 30th and July 1st 2018.
I distinctly remember how the team met in the wee hours of the morning, and started the
work and the energy boosted once Alumni were seen entering the Venue. The happiness on
everyone’s face to meet their batchmates and catching up that was in place had charmed the air
with enthusiasm and energy. Inauguration saw amazing addresses from the dignitaries following
which a chain of events revolving around the theme of PAST PRESENT FUTURE set in action. The
vibrance was set in the atmosphere with amazing performances by the Alumni and other
performers. The second day was full of memories shared by UVCEians across all decades,
felicitating the Faculty Staff who have played a pivotal role in every UVCEians’ and UVCE’s
development. Thereby bringing the event to an end. The two days of event went away in a jiffy.
During the duration of the event preparation and execution, many obstacles crossed the
team’s paths but the lasting response of the event attendee Alumni just built the energy up. The
event may have ended but it boosted the beginning of passion to better and bring about
development in our Alma Mater that has shaped myriad technical minds. More Effort, More
Passion, More Dedication, More hands on deck coupled with the UVCEian is all that is needed to
take these foresights and implement. Team VisionUVCE is dedicated towards making this a reality
with support of you Alumni.
Lets inch towards making UVCE GREAT TOGETHER!

- Chitra S Reddy, 2016 Batch

UVCE PAYANA - AS IT HAPPENED
June 30th, 6:00 AM
Ambedkar Bhavan, Vasanth Nagar
We reached the venue on time and so did
the workers from our vendor. They got into work
right away. Unloading the materials, sound
systems, stalls and much more. Where would we be
at this time on other Saturdays?
7:30 AM: Arch is ready at the entrance gate,
Cleaning of the Auditorium is in progress

8:00 AM: With volunteers at the venue and all
the items gathered, Registration Kits for the
delegates is being put together !
8:30 AM: Stalls for Sponsors ready !! 300
Registration Kits Ready !! Caterers arrived !!
Photographer arrived !! Last minute changes done
and ID Card is here
Where would we still be on some other Saturday?
9:40 AM: Senior alumni start arriving.. But, the Registration Desks are not ready !! We are
yet to learn the meaning of punctuality !! We buy some time since they are interacting with each
other and also happy to help us.. Student Volunteers are briefed about their roles !!
10:00 AM: Stage is being set & our Walkie-Talkies are buzzing with last minute arrangements
10:30 AM: Coffee and Tea are being served
as well the ID Cards along with Registration
Kit is handed over to alumni by the students.
What it contains is the million dollar question
at the moment
11:05 AM: Chief Guest and Dignitaries have
already arrived long back and with a 5minute delay, inauguration of the event is
kicked-off !!
One big sigh of relief for the day!! What an
enthusiastic crowd we witnessed !!

12:30 PM: After some inspiring words and
insightful speech by the dignitaries, the audience was
taken on an amazing journey of 100 years of UVCE.
Everyone enjoyed it thoroughly and were lost in
wonderful memories of those days !! What rich
heritage and culture UVCE has to it’s credit!!
But, wait, we cannot loose our sight from the
clock.. Arrangements for lunch had to be made.. The
running around continues with walkie-talkies...
1:10 PM: 10 minutes delayed for lunch, many
volunteers - students and alumni turned into servers
for senior alumni. It was a wonderful gesture and
showcased what UVCE has taught us !!
Chit-chats from the past, relishing their
memories of college days must have reduced the
food’s taste… Though everyone were feeling content
about the food, we were not happy about the turnout! Especially from younger batches .. :(
2:15 PM: Panel discussion started about “UVCE:
Next 100 Years” and some wonderful points were
made by the panellists. We felt sad about few things
which could have been taken up as initiatives from
our side itself, sometime back.
“Better Late Than Never” - some announcements
about Giving Back to UVCE was made and everyone
were allowed to interact amongst themselves along
with Coffee-Tea.. “Chai Pe Charcha” !!
5:15 PM: With stage being set for cultural evening, we expected more crowd than it what it
actually was!! But you can’t get everything you wish for.. We learnt it the hard way!!
The additional food which was pre-ordered for Dinner was sent to one of the underprivileged hostels.. We will let the photos to talk about what happened on stage.. Fair?

9:30 PM: Curtain closes for Day-1.. Phew… What a day it was !!

Day 2, July 1st, 2018
Ambedkar Bhavan
8:00 AM: Where would we be at this time on some
other Sunday? Preparations all set by 9:00 AM.
Breakfast done.. Lights, Camera, Action…
10:30 AM : “Down the Memory Lane” - one of the
most interactive session during the event. We are
sorry to few of the senior alumni whom we did not
allow to speak.. Well, we did wanted to listen to you
but we were running short of time .. Sorry :(

12:10 PM : After listening to stories and experiences from 40s, 50s, 60s and so on, how
could we forget the people who were actually the reason for moulding us?
Yes, the teachers !! We were glad to see the enthusiasm among both the retired and the current
faculty. The love and respect towards them could be seen when all the audience stood up to
appreciate their contribution.
“Gururbrahma, Gururvishnu, Gururdevo Maheshwaraha |
Guru Sakshaath Parabrahma, Tasmay Shree Gurave Namaha ||”

1:00 PM : Lunch was served and everyone was keen on visiting the college after lunch for
Decade-Wise Group photos. That brings us to the end of 2-Day event, and yes even we were not
happy about it coming to an end… Time flies and we experienced it in those 2 days..
We were not sure if the event was a success or not, but we tried our best to make sure it was a
memorable to everyone who attended it !! Thanks to everyone who supported, encouraged, guided us –directly or indirectly- throughout the event.

UVCE PAYANA - PARTICIPANTS’ THOUGHTS
This was an excellently organized event with sufficient amount of event ground work.
Keep up the good work...a piece of advise is that these kind of events should be periodically arranged so that the links are strong enough to go on for decades… Cheers !
- Ramesh V, 1994 Mech

It was a good day of sharing of memories by many, followed by felicitation of past & present Teachers. After Lunch, all Delegates moved to UVCE for a grand Photo Session. On
the whole, the Two-Day Event was very satisfying, particularly so, for the reason that
these two VERY SPECIAL DAYS did not go un-noticed, as some of us had feared. The young
& energetic PAYANA Organizers & Volunteers did a great job. Major General Neelakantappa's interventions as & when needed were of great help to the Team. All of them richly deserve our grateful thanks and appreciation. I must recall here, with great admiration,
the lead Ratanbabu from our batch had taken well in time & many well-thought out follow
-up actions initiated by you through various Committees of 1963-64 Group, which helped
in effective participation of 63-64 Group in this Event, as also in other past Events.
- Wg Cmdr H G Dattatreya, 1963 EEE
Kudos to the effort to make all the Alumni under one roof. But very sad that youngsters
from 80s to 2017 were not in good number. Salute our seniors who came with enthusiasm.
I sincerely thank the entire Payana team for arranging successful event. Unforgettable moments of our life.

- Dr Shantharaja M, 1993 Mech
Very well organized and location, communication, food and hospitality was very good. The
event could have been 1 day affair and also with more interactive sessions. Otherwise I
know it was a humongous task to put up such a show with mostly volunteers doing the
work, kudos to the team! Thanks for organizing this event, will cherish it for long time.
- Chaitanyaram, 1999 EEE
The event was very well organized and was on schedule. Very good co-ordination among organisers. Everything was meticulously arranged.. Well done UVCE Payana. Keep it up.
- N G Suresh, 1971 EEE
Extremely well executed programme. Kudos to the team! Let us not lose the momentum now.
It is those who remain who matter in the continuing Payana after the First 100....
Having said the above, please plan announcement of next steps in the next few days
as it is vital to keep the momentum. In the current lifestyle, few weeks delay will make the
members forget their enthusiasm.... And once down, it will be quite difficult to pick up.
- TL Venkatasubramani, 1974 ECE
Very well organized function. Kudos to everyone who made it possible. I thoroughly enjoyed
the day and 100 years journey presentation was heartening. Congratulations to Srikanth for
the wonderful effort.
- Shesh Vasudevmurthy, 1996 ECE

On the 30th of June and the 1st of July I had the opportunity to volunteer at UVCE Payana. I
went in just expecting to help around but came out feeling more proud to be a part of UVCE
than ever before. UVCE Payana had alumni from the batch of 2017 attend, all the way to the
batch of 1946. No distance was too far for these proud alumni who came from far and wide
to be a part of this special event, celebrating a 100 years.
Being a volunteer gave me a unique opportunity to interact with hundreds of alumni.
As my friends and I handed out registration kits and IDs, everyone told us numerous stories
of the good old days and how they wouldn’t be where they were if it wasn’t for what they
learned at UVCE. They didn’t just learn to be great engineers, they learned to be great and
kind people who don’t stop at anything. No obstacle is too big for these alumni because
they’ve learned that they can overcome & find a solution to anything, the right way.
It was an absolute heart warming experience to see friends reconnect after all these
years and even professors interact with their students. Just looking at everyone catching up
after so many years and seeing how far they’ve come could put a smile on anyone’s face!
I also got to listen in on what UVCE and It’s students have accomplished over the
years, and it gave me goosebumps! There are not a lot of colleges that can boast about
things like working on the Vidhana Soudha or having accomplished authors, veterans, scientists, professors and so much more but UVCE has it and has done it all!
There were numerous discussions, on stage and off, about where UVCE was and
where it’s headed. The active and keen participation of alumni present made it clear that
UVCE will continue to be one of a kind and will continue on for years to come because we
have a network like no other and everyone is more than happy to help because each and everyone coming out of UVCE, be it as a graduate or faculty is proud and would never trade
their experience at UVCE for anything else. Being a part of this event made it clear to me
that I’ll be a very proud alumni too no matter what anyone else says.
The experience I had at UVCE Payana was truly like none other and I’m so glad I said
yes to volunteering because I will never forget what I learned, saw and experienced for
years to come.
- Sanjana Ramesh, 3rd Sem, ECE

Amazing job by the entire Payana team. How you people pulled this off baffles many
of us. May your tribe succeed in all your endeavours. The country needs such youngsters
who do not want accept defeat. Thank you all for bringing us together.
- Commodore Jayaprakash, 1966 EEE

It was a Wonderful, Memorable and Unforgettable weekend! Photo session was awesome.
I’m feeling so Euphoric. Had a Wonderful and Unforgettable Weekend. I was able to bring
my father who is also an alumni from 1954 batch to this wonderful occasion. Many thanks
to UVCE Payana team! Good luck, stay Blessed.
- Savitha, 1988 EEE

Payana Team- Congratulations! Perfect precision job! Absolute timing, Food excellent,
Courtesy unlimited. Just for the records, from 1971 batch around 40 people had registered,
out of which around 32 people attended, which is a very good turn-out.
- Kameswaran, 1971 EEE

Volunteering for Payana was one of the best experience that personally I'm grateful to
gain in my journey as an engineer. The team which had successfully organised Marathon and
Avalokana had its longing to celebrate a Centenary event in the most meaningful manner.
The process of gathering information had begun six months prior to the event, the
team had to face lot of initial difficulties which they saw it as a challenge and not as a
problem. As and when time elapsed it became more difficult, gathering alumni, students and
faculty into any meeting at the same time; indeed it was an intricate task.
The organizing team made a point by having a student representative in every single
meeting they organized for Payana. I'd say that there's lot to learn in those days which we
prepare for the event rather than the actual two day event. For every meeting we'd fish for a
place to discuss, estimate the number of attendees, plan the course of action and to take a lot
of permissions for every element only after which the team would finally hold the discussion
regarding the event.
The beauty of volunteering is one can see the decisions taken in the meeting enforced
into action, may it be finance, location of event, promotion, database management, schedule
for both the days, ground works, logistics and what not..!! I got to see all those happening
under the guidelines collected and collated after every single meet, even our voices were
considered in the hierarchy. Now I know why people say "Easier said than done..!!".
The major decision what the team had to take was about fixing the date for event.
With lot of uncertainty the group had to fix two days, three months prior the event
considering all the possible outcome. Even then the feared uncertainty struck and there were
exams for students on the day of event.
On the day efforts invested by team members had paid off, from the very beginning of
the event with the pounding flow of alumni volunteers never got tensed, they handled the
situation well. Backed up by the organizing team and encouraged by soft spoken alumni we
had a great time to rejoice in the meantime we learnt to act according to the situation.
I would like to mention the names of Satish A G , Lomesh K G (Batch of 2009) Chitra S
Reddy & Meghashree G (Batch of 2015) who worked as Spine, brain, heart and soul of the
event, spending their professional and personal time for the same. It's their dedication,
sacrifice, efforts and goodwill that'd drive us and set an example for the future. After
concluding the celebrations it's time to think about what needs to be achieved. Every event
has it's own objective and Payana definitely was planned to meet them all. I see Payana as
that liaison between alumni and it's Alma matter for creating a pathway into myriad of
opportunity. I being a student urge to see the after effects of Payana being implemented
among the students to make UVCE a place that every engineer-to-be aspires to spend more
than four golden years of their life.
- Harsha S, 7th sem Mech
We are happy to let you know that the team comprising of
Deeksha, Ajeya R Simha and Mohit S (left to right) from 6th
semester ECE has reached the finals of the prestigious 2nd Texas
Instruments India Innovation Challenge Design contest. The
challenge had initially seen participation of 5500 teams from across
the country. The top 30 teams have reached the final stage of this
all India contest. They are showcasing their product EASY COOK
which can effortlessly make customized ready to eat foods including
piping hot dosas and rice items. This desk top machine designed for
homes can cook a meal with mere press of a button. It is also easy to
maintain and clean. Wishing the team success in all their future
endeavours!
Source: The New Indian Express

MEDIA COVERAGE ABOUT UVCE PAYANA

READ
COMPLETE
STORIES
HERE

UVCE PAYANA SPONSORS

We would like to extend our gratitude to Sponsors of namma UVCE
Payana for providing incessant support & guidance to organize the event.

UVCE PAYANA FINANCE
Income

Expenditure

Registrations

800000

Ambedkar Bhavan

240000

OnSpot Regns

130000

Audio Plus (Logistics)

265500

Sponsors

1227000

Catering

296100

Confirmed

400000

Gifts + Mementos

249798

Total

2557000

Cultural

45000

Print+Boquet+Cabs

17500

Miscellaneous

20000

Avalokana-2 (Upcoming)

200000

Total

1333898

More Detailed Information along with Bills and other calculations will be updated here shortly

UVCEIAN IN MEDIA
Ajay Sarpeshkar, director of Kannada science-fiction film ‘Mysore
Masala’, grew up in Malleswaram. An engineering graduate from UVCE, he
moved to the US and worked in Houston for 15 years before he realised filmmaking was his true calling.
He has quit his cushy job to direct Mysore Masala, which he has written
as well. In an interview with Metrolife, he talks about his dream project.
Source: Deccan Herald
Read more here

BANGALORE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS ELATED AS
RESULTS OUT WITHIN 2.5 HOURS OF EXAMS
Bangalore University, which is known for delays in
announcing results, set a record on Monday by declaring the
results of VII and VIII semester examinations of BE (civil
engineering) within two and-a half hours of the exams getting
over. The University Visvesvaraya College of Engineering (UVCE)
is the only engineering institution affiliated to Bangalore
University.
Prof C Shivaraju, registrar (evaluation), BU told TOI that
they were able to achieve the feat as they ensured the answer
scripts of every subject were evaluated on the same day. “By doing so, we were able to finish
evaluating all subjects for which exams were held in the past 10 days. On Monday, we were only
left with the task of checking answer scripts of the day. As many as 139 students took the exams.
For the first time in BU’s history, results have been announced in such a short time. Otherwise,
they are announced after a gap of eight to 15 days,” he added.
Suresh P, an engineering student, said they were really happy about the improvement in the
evaluation exercise. “Quick results go a long way in giving students more time to explore options
for higher studies or look for a job. On Monday, we finished writing the last paper at 2pm and by
4.30pm we had the results,” he added.
BU vice-chancellor KR Venugopal, who is also a former principal of UVCE, congratulated the
college staff and members of BU evaluation wing for announcing the results in record time.
Officials with the BU evaluation division said they could achieve this in co-ordination with the
chief custodian, board of examinations chairperson and chairperson of department of civil
engineering, UVCE, Bangalore University. Prof Shivaraju said they will follow a similar evaluation
pattern to announce quick results for other undergraduate courses as well.
Source: Times of India

JOIN HANDS FOR AVALOKANA-2
The event may be over but the spirit of celebrations is
still on! Let’s keep namma UVCE's Payana to continue by
commemorating all the memoirs, experiences, stories &
photos in a memorable chronicle, “Payana – Avalokana”.
Send us your class photos, poems, articles, experiences
to us at reach@uvcepayana.in.
This will be the second instalment of UVCE Memoirs,
"AVALOKANA" and we are eagerly looking forward for
collaboration from your end.

UVCEIAN in LIMELIGHT

A recent news report – ‘Monsoon Covers the Entire Country 17 Days Ahead of Schedule’ –
must have been music to professor Roddam Narasimha’s ears. One can easily imagine the
connoisseur of Indian classical music enjoying the monsoon showers, listening to Pandit Bhimsen
Joshi’s sonorous voice: “Mile sur mera tumhara… Baadalon ka roop lekar, barse halke halke”. July
is a special month for Prof Narasimha. Born on July 20, he will turn 85 in less than a fortnight.
Besides, it was on July 27, 1994 that then director of Indian Institute of Science (IISc) CNR Rao
inaugurated the Centre for Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (CAOS) at IISc – a department that
Prof Narasimha conceived of, way back in the 1980s.
Prof Narasimha is ‘DST Year-of-Science Chair Professor’ at the Engineering Mechanics Unit
of Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR) in Jakkur. CAOS While the
monsoon has many chasers now, back in the 70s, Prof Narasimha once recalled, there were hardly
any scientists studying the phenomenon. With his expertise in fluid dynamics and aerospace
engineering and his interest in monsoon clouds – an offshoot of a childhood fascination – Prof
Narasimha requested Satish Dhawan, the then director of IISc, and his mentor to allow him to
bring together scientists within the country to work on this fascinating inter disciplinary area of
atmospheric sciences. He thus sowed the seeds for the country’s first Centre for Atmospheric
Sciences, later to be rechristened CAOS at IISc. Prof Narasimha scouted for talent and brought
together Dr Sikka, Dr Sulochana Gadgil, Dr J Srinivasan and Dr Sankara Rao, the core working
group, each scientist complementing the other in their areas of specialisation. More scientists from
around the country would later join the team. With government funding coming in, Prof Narasimha
proposed MONTBLEX (Monsoon Trough Boundary Layer Experiment), which involved extensive
experiments in the IndoGangetic Plains, with stations in Balasore, Jodhpur, Delhi, Benares and
Kharagpur.

The experimental set-ups were all home-built; a majority of the components were sourced
from the local electronics market. Prof Narasimha recalled that it was the first time that
microprocessor chips were used in their electronic circuitry and to ensure that there were no
glitches in the experiments, which were to be carried out in the harshest of environments – the
extreme heat of the Jodhpur desert area and extreme humidity in the Balasore sea zones – they
convinced the microprocessor supplier to send in a technician to handle emergencies. With these
efforts, and the first satellite images beamed back by early ISRO satellites, the scientists were able
to eventually predict several hitherto unknown aspects of the Indian monsoon. Their painstaking
work resulted in the discovery of the northwards movement of the monsoon trough, christened the
“30-40 days mode”, based on the number of days it took the monsoon trough to move from the
southern to the northern parts of the country.
Father of the LCA Among the many unknown facets of Prof Narasimha is that he is the father
of the light combat aircraft (LCA), also known as TEJAS. It was he who suggested that the country
needs an aircraft with short flying range but maximum performance. He made a presentation to
this effect in 1979 to the Indian Air Force. His proposal was supported and taken forward by the
defence ministry, thanks in many ways to Prof Raja Ramanna. Thus, the LCA project was born. But
Prof Narasimha wanted the country to have capabilities, not just in fighter aircraft, the mainstay of
our air force, but also civilian aircraft. With his experience and expertise in aerospace engineering,
he advocated the use of Carbon Fiber Composites (CFC) for which he successfully put together a
team of scientists which eventually mastered this new composite material technology.
The Flosolver: It was under the stewardship of Prof Narasimha, when he was director of the
National Aeronautical Laboratory (NAL), now National Aerospace Laboratories, in 1984-1993 that
work began on the first-generation Flosolver. He suggested that it was necessary to “design,
develop, fabricate and use a suitable parallel processing computer for application to fluid dynamics
and aerodynamical problems”. Prof Narasimha groomed a brilliant young scientist, Dr U N Sinha,
and his team and they came up with the Mark-1 Flosolver, the first high speed parallel processing
computer built in the country. In a career spanning five decades, Prof Narasimha straddled many
fields. His stint as director of National Institute of Advanced Studies (NIAS), Bengaluru, gave us
insights into his deep commitment to the cause of India’s security vis-a-vis our nuclear programme.
He also became interested in the ‘history of science’, in philosophy and in the task of enriching the
leadership in industry, government and public affairs.
Source: Times of India

DEDICATED TO UVCE
Look here, look there
look anywhere you want,
its beauty is so, where you look
matters not.
Amidst the undergrowth, the walls
loom about,
where nature blends
perfectly with infrastructure,
and all your modern cameras are
blessed with vintage capture.
This here is a sanctuary,
whose walls absorb the chaos of
the outside,
and lets you work with all
your worries aside.

Nothing short of a temple,
sacred and serene,
with the first brick laid by the
legendary visionary himself,
who has been immortalised among
trees that are as old as time itself.
A heritage of heritages,
standing strong, witnessing
the transformation of this
great city for a century,
and it it time we strive to make sure
that the posterity will worship its glory!!!

-Revanth Mallige, 2018 ECE

Musings from the reunion of Electronics Batch 93
Friday 6th July, a group of thirty people met for their silver jubilee reunion celebration in
the famous quadrangle of our college UVCE, located in the centre of our garden city, Bangalore. The
centre of city is not an exaggeration, as it literally has a pin code of “1” in the city and we could not
have asked for a better location!. This college was established 100 years back, in the same location,
with almost the same facade and with some modifications, like additions of departments over the
last 100 years. This group was the Electronics batch that passed out in 1993.
The idea of reunion started as a thought in ones head
and the first step was creation of a group in WhatsApp in the
month of Dec 2017. Coordinates of people were not known
and it almost took three months to track down our batch. It
was the effort of Manju, Chandru, Kirthi, Srikanth and many
others who helped build the group. This was also used as a
bulletin board to talk about each one and their families,
more of a precursor for the July 6th and 7th meet. Month and
Date of reunion emerged gradually and it was planned four
months in advance as almost one third to one half of this
group is located in the US and the reunion was planned in Bangalore. The reunion planning,
logistics and the agenda was laid out by five smart enthusiasts of our group – Chandru, Srikanth,
Kirthi, Anup and Shyamala. While inputs came in from others, this group of five were self driven
and motivated enough to see through the execution flawlessly. The detailing of meeting and
socialising with one another, meeting the students, a stroll around the campus, felicitating our
Professors with gift boxes, good set of speeches, followed by lunch at century club was the
highlight till 6th afternoon, after which most of them, departed to Eagleton resort to spend the rest
of the day of 6th and 7th July. Looking at the videos, photos, it was evident that this group bonded
very well at Eagleton and got to catch up on the last 25 years of their life!
I was lucky enough to be part of this group between 1989 to 1993 and also spent almost the
entire day during the reunion in the college. The walk to the quadrangle, library, Jaggi’;s canteen
(it was our spot when we bunked our classes during college), felicitating our professors who were
so keen to know of our achievements of the last 25 years and share their thoughts and advice, were
few things, I will cherish in the coming years.
My reflections after this short meeting has been
overwhelming. Our college days were latter part of our
formative years. We all came from different walks of life
when we joined our college, we were more or less in a
mould for the four years behaving and doing similar things
so much so that the number of distinctions we got as a
group in the final year from this batch was higher than all
distinctions from other colleges combined (this was the
stats that was shared by Srikanth!). When we contrast and
compare as to what each one has done, almost all have had
their time in the sun and basked in glory and continue to do so, many of our professional lives were
influenced by what we studied during our college days, some have continued and some have
decided to depart to take up different corporate positions. The camaraderie, fun loving and the
exuberance was palpating and it would not be an exaggeration if I said, that this batch would have
been ready to attend the class and make notes and ask some tough questions to the professors on
the 6th of July, as most of us were blending in with current students of UVCE!
To borrow a quote from the late Bob Hope, a stand up comedian, “When we recall the past,
we usually find that it is the simplest things not the great occasions that in retrospect give off
the greatest glow of happiness.”

- From the Blog of Narahari G (93 Batch)

ಯುವಿಸಿಇಯಲ್ಲಿ ‘ಸಿಬಿಸಿಎಸ್’ ಜಾರಿ
ವಿಶ್ವೇಶ್ವರಯ್ಯ ಎಂಜಿನಿಯ್ರಂಗ್ ಕಾಲ್ೇಜಿನಲ್ಲಿ (ಯ್ುವಿಸಿಇ) ಪ್ರಸಕ್ತ ಶ್ೈಕ್ಷಣಿಕ್ ವರ್ಷದಂದ ಆಯ್ಕೆ ಆಧಾರತ ಗುಣಾಂಕ್ ಪ್ದಧತಿ
(ಚಾಯ್ಸ್ ಬ್ೇಸ್ಡ್ ಕ್ರಡಿಟ್ ಸಿಸಟಂ- ಸಿಬಿಸಿಎಸ್ಡ) ಜಾರಗ್ ಬರಲ್ಲದ್. ‘ಸಿಬಿಸಿಎಸ್ಡ ಪ್ದಧತಿ ಅಳವಡಿಸಲು ಫ್ಾಯಕ್ಲ್ಲಟ ಆಫ ಎಂಜಿನಿಯ್ರಂಗ್ ಮಂಡಳಿ
ಬುಧವಾರ ಸಮಮತಿ ನಿೇಡಿದ್. ಯ್ುವಿಸಿಇಯ್ನುು ಡಿೇಮ್ಡ್ ವಿಶ್ವವಿದಾಯಲಯ್ವಾಗಿ ಮಾಡುವ ನಿಟ್ಟಟನಲ್ಲಿ ಇದು ಮೊದಲ ಹ್ಜ್ೆಯಾಗಿದ್’ ಎಂದು
ಬ್ಂಗಳೂರು ವಿಶ್ವವಿದಾಯಲಯ್ದ ಕ್ುಲಪ್ತಿ ಕ್.ಆರ.ವ್ೇಣುಗ್ ೇಪಾಲ ಹ್ೇಳಿದರು.
ಇತಿತೇಚ್ಗಷ್್ಟ 8ನ್ೇ ಸ್ಮಿಸಟರ ಸಿವಿಲ ಎಂಜಿನಿಯ್ರಂಗ್ ಪ್ರೇಕ್ಷ್ ಫಲ್ಲತಾಂಶ್ವನುು ಮ ರು ತಾಸಿನಲ್ಲಿ ನಿೇಡಿ ಅಚ್ಚರ ಮ ಡಿಸಿದದ,
ಯ್ುವಿಸಿಇ ಈಗ ಇನ್ ುಂದು ಹಂತ ಮುಂದ್ ಹ್ ೇಗಿದ್. ಈ ವರ್ಷದಲ್ಲಿ ದಾಖಲಾತಿ ಪ್ಡ್ದ ಸುಮಾರು 1,500 ವಿದಾಯರ್ಥಷಗಳು ಅಂಕ್ಗಳ
ಬದಲ್ಲಗ್ ಗ್ರೇಡಗಳನುು ಪ್ಡ್ಯ್ಲ್ಲದಾದರ್. ‘ವಿದಾಯರ್ಥಷಗಳಿಗ್ ಕ್ಲ್ಲಕ್ಯ್ ವಿರ್ಯ್ಗಳನುು ಆಯ್ುದಕ್ ಳಳಲು ಹ್ಚ್ಚಚನ ಸಾವತಂತರಯ ನಿೇಡುವ ಸಿಬಿಸಿಎಸ್ಡ
ಪ್ದಧತಿ ವಿದಾಯರ್ಥಷ ಕ್ೇಂದರತವಾಗಿದ್. ಮಾಗಷಸ ಚ್ಚಯ್ ಪ್ರಕಾರ ಸಾರ ವಿರ್ಯ್ಗಳ (ಕ್ ೇರ ಸಬ್ೆಕ್ಟಟ) ಜ್ ತ್ಗ್ ಬಹುಶಿಸುತಗಳ ಹಾಗ

ಕೌಶ್ಲಾಧಾರತ ವಿರ್ಯ್ಗಳ ಕ್ಲ್ಲಕ್ಗ ಇಲ್ಲಿ ಅವಕಾಶ್ವಿದ್’ ಎಂದರು.
‘ಒಂದು ಕಾಲ್ೇಜು ಸಾವಯ್ತತಗ್ ಳಳಬ್ೇಕ್ು ಎಂದರ್, ಅಲ್ಲಿ ಸಿಬಿಸಿಎಸ್ಡ ಪ್ದಧತಿ ಇರಬ್ೇಕ್ು. 6 ತಿಂಗಳಿನಿಂದ ಪ್ಠ್ಯವನುು ಸಿದಧಪ್ಡಿಸುವ
ಕ್ಲಸ ಮಾಡುತಿತದ್ದವು. ಬ್ಂಗಳೂರು ವಿಶ್ವವಿದಾಯಲಯ್ಕ್ೆ ಕಾಯ್ಂ ಕ್ುಲಪ್ತಿ ಇರದದದರಂದ ಇದನುು ಅನುಷ್ಾಾನ ಮಾಡಲು ಸಾಧಯವಾಗಿರಲ್ಲಲಿ.
ಮುಂದನ ಹಂತದಲ್ಲಿ ಪಾರಧಾಯಪ್ಕ್ರ ನ್ೇಮಕಾತಿ ಮಾಡಲಾಗವುದು. ನಂತರ ಸಾವಯ್ತತ ಕಾಲ್ೇಜಿನ ಮಾನಯತ್ ಪ್ಡ್ಯ್ಲು ರಾಷ್ಟ್ರೇಯ್
ಮಾನಯತಾ ಮಂಡಳಿ (ಎನಬಿಎ) ಅಜಿಷ ಸಲ್ಲಿಸುತ್ತೇವ್’ ಎಂದು ವಿವರಸಿದರು. ‘ಯ್ುವಿಸಿಇಯ್ನುು ಸಾವಯ್ತತಗ್ ಳಿಸಲು ಎಲಾಿ ಪ್ರಯ್ತು
ಮಾಡಲಾಗುತಿತದ್. ಒಂದ ವರ್ ವರ್ಷದ್ ಳಗ್ ಅದನುು ಸಾಧಿಸುತ್ತೇವ್. ಹಂತ ಹಂತವಾಗಿ ಕ್ರಮಕ್ೈಗ್ ಳುಳತಿತದ್ದೇವ್. ಇದು ಡಿೇಮ್ಡ್
ವಿವಿಯಾದರ್, ಸಂಶ್ ೇಧನ್ಗ

ಹ್ಚ್ುಚ ಆದಯತ್ ಸಿಗುತತದ್. ಯ್ುವಿಸಿಇ ಹಂದನ ವ್ೈಭವ ಮರ್ಯಾಗಿದುದ, ಮರು ಚ್ೈತನಯ ಪ್ಡ್ಯ್ಲು ಇದು

ಸಾವಯ್ತತಗ್ ಳಳಲ್ೇಬ್ೇಕ್ು’ ಎಂದು ಹ್ೇಳಿದರು.
ಯ್ುವಿಸಿಇ ಜಿೇಣ್ ೇಷದಾಧರಕ್ೆ ಬ್ಂಗಳೂರು ವಿಶ್ವವಿದಾಯಲಯ್ದಂದ ಇನುರ್ುಟ ಕ್ರಮಕ್ೈಗ್ ಳಳಲ್ಲದ್. ಈಗಾಗಲ್ೇ ವಿಶ್ವವಿದಾಯಲಯ್ದಂದ
25 ಕ್ ೇಟ್ಟ ನಿೇಡಲಾಗಿದುದ, ಅಭಿವೃದಧ ಕ್ಲಸಗಳು ನಡ್ಯ್ುತಿತವ್ ಎಂದರು. ಮೆಕಾಯನಿಕ್ಲ, ಎಲ್ಕಾರನಿಕ್ಟ್ ಅಂಡ ಕ್ಮ ಯನಿಕ್ೇರ್ನ, ಮಾಹತಿ
ತಂತರಜ್ಞಾನ ಮತುತ ಎಲ್ಕ್ಟ್ರರಕ್ಲ ಅಂಡ ಎಲ್ಕಾರನಿಕ್ಟ್ – ನಾಲುೆ ಎಂಜಿನಿಯ್ರಂಗ್ ವಿಭಾಗಗಳು ಯ್ುವಿಸಿಇ ಕಾಯಂಪ್ಸ್ಡನಲ್ಲಿವ್. ವಾಸುತಶಿಲಪ
ಮತುತ ಸಿವಿಲ ಎಂಜಿನಿಯ್ರಂಗ್ ವಿಭಾಗಗಳು ಜ್ಞಾನಭಾರತಿ ಆವರಣದಲ್ಲಿವ್.
ಪ್ರಜಾವಾಣಿ ವಾರ್ತೆ

ಯುವಿಸಿಇ ಪ್ಯಣಕ್ತೆ ಸತೇರತ ೇಣ
ಬನ್ನಿ ಗತಳತಯರತ ಪ್ಯಣಕ್ತೆ ಸತೇರತ ೇಣ ಬನ್ನಿ

ಹಲ್ವು ಹಿರಿಯರು ಕಲ್ಲತು ಹತಸರಾಾಂತರಾಗಿಹರು

ಇತಿಹಾಸದ ಪ್ುಟಗಳನು ತಿರುವೇಣ ಬನ್ನಿ

ಮರ್ತತ ಕಲ್ವರು ಕಲತಯ ಪ್ರಿಣಿೇತಿ ಪ್ಡತದಿಹರು

ನ ರು ವರ್ೆದ ನತನಪ್ು ಕ್ಾಣ ಬನ್ನಿ

ನಾಡಸತೇನವತಯ ಮಾಡಿ ಗೌರವವ ತಾಂದಿಹರು

ಬನ್ನಿರತಲ್ಿರು ಬನ್ನಿ, ಪ್ುನಃ ಸತೇರತ ೇಣ ಬನ್ನಿ

ಎಲ್ಿರನು ನತನತವಾಂಥ ಕ್ಾಲ್ವಿೇಗ ಬಾಂದಿಹುದು

ರ್ಾಾಂತಿರಕ ಶಿಕ್ಷಣಕ್ತೆ ತವರುಮನತಯಾಗಿಹುದು

ಶಿಥಿಲ್ವಾದರತೇನು ಕಟಟಡದ ಗತ ೇಡತಗಳು

ಬತಾಂಗಳೂರಿನ ಗರಿಮೆ ಹಿರಿಮೆಯಾಗಿಹುದು
ವಿಶತವೇಶ್ವರಯಯನವರು ಸಾಾಪಿಸಿದ ನ್ನಲ್ಯವಿದು
ವಿಶ್ವವಿದಾಯಾಂತ ಇದು ಪ್ರಖ್ಾಯತವಾಗಿಹುದು
ಕ್ಾಣುವಿರಿ ನ್ನೇವಲ್ಲಿ ಕಟಟಡದ ಕ್ತಾಂಪ್ು
ಒಳಗತ ಬಾಂದರತ ಸುತತ ಪ್ರತಿಭತಯ ಗುಾಂಪ್ು
ಮರಗಿಡ, ಹ ಬಳ್ಳಿಯಾಂದ ಸುರ್ತತಲ್ಿ ಕಾಂಪ್ು
ಗರಾಂಥಾಲ್ಯದತ ಳಬರಲ್ು ಮನಸತಲ್ಿ ತಾಂಪ್ು

ಅಚಲ್ವಾಗಿಹುದು ಧತಯೇಯ ಧತ ೇರಣತಗಳು
ಕಟುಟವತವು ಪ್ುನಃ ಮುಟುಟವತವು ಗುರಿಯ
ಕ್ತ ೇರುವತವು ಪ್ುನಃ ಸಾಗಲ್ಲ ಪ್ಯಣ ಹಲ್ವು ನ ರು ವರ್ೆಗಳತಡತಗತ

- ಸತಿೇಶ್ ಭಟ್, ೧೯೯೦ ಎಲತಕ್ಟ್ರಿಕಲ್

UVCE gets an Up-grade from the Old Marks System
After a century of imparting technical education, the winds of change are sweeping
through University Visvesvaraya College of Engineering (UVCE), the only engineering college of
Bangalore University (BU). In what is seen as a landmark change in its academic structure, the
iconic institution will be moving from an absolute marking system to a grading system for its
students, from the 2018 academic year. This means, from this year on, the University will be
allotting grades and not marks to students. Not just this, there are several changes in the
examination system too, how grades are allotted, a continuous evaluation process and more.
While this is a big change for UVCE, several universities in the country including the
Visvesvaraya Technological University (VTU) have already introduced this system. With this,
UVCE will now have the Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) scheme, wherein students will be
awarded credits for their courses or subjects they opt for.
About 1,500 new students will experience the benefits of the grading system for the first
time. Said HN Ramesh, principal of UVCE: “This grading system will remove feelings of
disparity between students over marks. Not
just that, it will help them when they apply for universities abroad, as they follow similar
pattern of evaluation.” Over the last few months, the officials of UVCE have been pondering
over implementing this through several rounds of the Board of Studies meeting. The Board of
Studies of UVCE has now decided to go by the CBCS scheme which the All India Council for
Technical Education (AICTE) has mandated to all other tech-colleges or universities in the
country.
Confirming this move, Dr Venugopal KR, vice-chancellor of BU said: “UVCE will take a
great step from this academic year by starting a grading system wherein we will implement the
CBCS scheme. All other universities had it, we were a bit late and now it has come to shape.
Since a VC was not appointed and we were not able to set the syllabus, all these changes took a
while. The faculty of engineering bodies was not in place too.
Once we move from absolute marking system to grading system, students will have
electives in their higher semesters and there will be an option for open electives where students
can opt for courses from other departments too.” With the change in the scheme of studies, the
examination pattern will change too. Speaking of the examinations, VC said that the results will
have to come on time to ensure that this system works. “I will implement a time frame for
results to be declared. The examination centre will have to make few changes and we will
ensure it happens,” VC said.
By introducing this CBCS scheme, the electives for students will begin from 5th, 6th, 7th
and 8th semesters. According to AICTE, the credits at the end of the four years should be 150160 credits, but the UVCE syllabus and its academic structure will provide students up to 180
credits. Venugopal added, “Students can gain 20 credits through MOOC (massive open online
course) and get an honorary degree in engineering.” Speaking to Bangalore Mirror, HN Ramesh,
“After the joint board of studies meeting was held, we decided to go by the AICTE norms for
UVCE. From the academic year 2018-19, students will go through continuous evaluation scheme
which we call CIE (Continuous Internal Evaluation), which will consist of 50 percent of the
marks for the students.”
Source: Bangalore Mirror

